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CRA was developed by The Frank Cohen Group, 
a division of DoctorsManagement, LLC
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Frank Cohen provides compliance risk       
analysis and meaningful assistance to 
healthcare organizations in the areas of 
process improvement, compliance quality, 
and profitability. By utlizing applied statistics 
and predictive analytics to identify and 
reduce risk, Frank helps practices realize 
measurable financial and operational 
improvements.

The author of several books, including his 
newest, “Evidence-based Thinking, Frank is 
a sought-after speaker. He has participated in 
and published numerous articles and studies 
and has trained thousands of physicians, 
administrators, CPAs, and other healthcare 
professionals in all areas of healthcare 
analytcs.

Frank Cohen
Director of Analytics and 
Business Intelligence

Complete
services for:



Extrapolation Defense 
Self-Disclosure
Protect your practice from unfair 
or statistically inaccurate sampling 
approaches.

With nearly 40 years of experience in applied and 
computational statistics, we can significantly 
increase your odds of succesfully defending 
against an extrapolation audit.

And when it’s time for you to conduct your own 
internal repayment review or your self-disclosure 
analysis, we can provide you with expert                
statistical assistance.

Statistical
Sampling and 
Overpayment Save time, money, and resources 

with real-time reports on 100% of 
your claims data.

Risk-Based Auditing

Decreases costs & resource
requirements

Simplifies audit workflow
management

Enhances documentation
& tracking

CRA® reduces costs and creates a risk-based 
audit plan for large healthcare facilities.

Combined with AuditTrakker, included with CRA, 
the solution enables users to identify and         
monitor potential risk associated with provider 
billing claims. The platform uses real-time             
analytics to develop and prioritize an efficient 
education and remediation workflow.

Provides instant, robust
reports
Improves risk mitigation

Simplify the Transition to

Katherine Earle Yanes, Attorney
Kynes, Markman & Felmaan, P.A.

Experts in protecting providers 
with preventative reviews as well as 
defense support strategies built on 
sound analytics.

“Your assistance during the testimony and 
cross-examination of the government’s statistics 
experts was invaluable. Even more importantly, 
your testimony assisted the judge in understanding 
the extremely complex mathematical and               
statistical principles at issue in our case, and was 
critical to the judge’s decision not to rely on and to 
completely disregard the audit reports prepared by 
the government’s experts.”

Data Mining and Statistical Analysis

Advance  
Healthcare
Analytics
Litigation Support


